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(54) Title: MILKING BOX AND COW STABLE COMPRISING SUCH A MILKING BOX

(57) Abstract: Milking box (1) or boxes for cows, each milking box hav
ing two entrance fences (2,3) for entry of a cow and two exit fences for
(4,5) exiting a cow after it being milked, wherein one first entrance fence
(2) and one first exit fence (4) form a first pair of fences positioned at a
first side, and one second entrance fence (3) and one second exit fence (5)
form a second pair offences that is positioned at a second side (6) which is
opposite to the first side. This type of milking box is advantageously used
in a cow stable further comprising resting boxes for cows, at least one
feeder trough, a separation zone or zones, and walking paths allowing the
cows to move between the resting boxes, milking box or boxes, the at least
one feeder trough and the separation zone or zones, wherein at least the
resting boxes are placed at the first side of the milking box or boxes, and
that at the second side of the milking box or boxes at least one is placed
selected from the group comprising at least one feeder trough, a separation
zone or zones, outdoors.
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Milking box and cow stable comprising such a milking box

The invention relates to a milking box for cows, com

prising at least at one of its sides an entrance fence for entry

of a cow and an exit fence for exiting a cow after it being

milked. The invention is also concerned with a cow stable com-

prising resting boxes for cows, milking boxes, at least one

feeder trough, a separation zone or zones, and walking paths al

lowing the cows to move between the resting boxes, milking

boxes, the at least one feeder trough and the separation zone or

zones .

Milking box or boxes are well known in the art and are

conventionally placed in the middle or at one of the sides of

the cow stable. Whenever a cow in the stable needs to be milked,

the cow moves to the milking box at which the cow will be milked

manually, semiautomatically, or automatically. When the milking

operation has been completed the cow leaves the milking box at

the same side as it entered, and either returns to its resting

box, or moves to the feeding trough. Occasionally the cow can be

separated, for instance if the milking operation was unsatisfac

tory, or when the cow is recognized (by automatic recognition

means) as being nominated for a checkup.

One of the problems with existing cow stables is that

it requires quite complicated fencing to have a cow move from

the milking box to a separation zone.

Another problem with prior art cow stables is that the

cows and people that need to work in the stable share the same

room, which is not always desirable.

Still another problem with prior art cow stables is

that it requires quite some labor to secure that each cow is

moved from a first position within or outside the cow stable to

a second position within or outside the cow stable.

It is an object of the invention to alleviate or remove

one or more of the above-mentioned problems that pertain to the

cow stable of the prior art.

According to the invention a milking box and a cow sta-

ble are proposed in accordance with the appended claims.

The milking box of the invention has two entrance

fences and two exit fences, wherein one first entrance fence and

one first exit fence form a first pair of fences positioned at a



first side, and one second entrance fence and one second exit

fence form a second pair of fences that is positioned at a sec¬

ond side which is opposite to the first side.

In accordance with the invention the cow stable that is

implemented with such a milking box or milking boxes, is ar

ranged such that at least the resting boxes are placed at the

first side of the milking box or boxes, and that at the second

side of the milking box or boxes at least one is placed that is

selected from the group comprising at least one feeder trough, a

separation zone or zones, outdoors. The milking box of the in

vention thus provides the possibility that the movement of the

individual cows can be controlled and that accurate track can be

kept of each individual cow that has been milked. It is also

possible to regulate the movement of the cows between indoors

and outdoors of the cow stable, and between different parts

within the cow stable.

The invention will hereinafter be further elucidated

with reference to the drawing.

In the drawing:

-figure 1-figure 5 show several operational positions

of the milk box of the invention;

-figure 6-figure 9 show several embodiments of the cow

stable of the invention.

Wherever in the figures the same reference numerals are

applied, these numerals refer to the same parts.

With reference first to figure 1 a milking box 1 for

cows is shown, having two entrance fences 2 , 3 for entry of a

cow and two exit fences 4 , 5 for exiting a cow after it being

milked. In this milking box 1 one first entrance fence 2 and one

first exit fence 4 form a first pair of fences 2 , 4 positioned

at a first side 5 , and one second entrance fence 3 and one sec¬

ond exit fence 5 form a second pair of fences 3 , 5 that is posi

tioned at a second side 6 which is opposite to the first side 5 .

Figure 2 and figure 4 respectively show that for entry

of a cow into the milking box 1 , either the entry fence 3 lo¬

cated at the second side 6 , or the entry fence 2 that is located

at the first side 5 may be operated.

Figure 3 and figure 5 respectively show that for having

the cow leave the milking box 1 , either the exit fence 5 at the

second side 6 , or the exit fence 4 that is located at the first

side 5 may be operated.



It will be clear for the artisan that the side 5 , 6 at

which the cow enters the milk box 1 can be selected independent

from the side 5 , 6 at which the cow will leave the milk box 1 .

Consequently milk box 1 of the invention provides flexibility

and versatility to any cow stable in which it is used, which is

clearly demonstrated in the embodiments of the cow stable of the

invention shown in the figure 6 — figure 9 .

Figure 6 shows a first embodiment of the cow stable 7

of the invention comprising resting boxes 8 for cows, milking

boxes 1 , at least one feeder trough 9 , a separation zone or

zones 10, and walking paths 11 allowing the cows to move between

the resting boxes 8 , milking boxes 1 , the at least one feeder

trough 9 and the separation zone or zones 10. Figure 6 clearly

shows that in this embodiment but also in the embodiments to be

discussed hereinafter with reference to the figures 7-9, a milk¬

ing box or boxes 1 according to the invention are applied. Fur

ther it is shown that at least the resting boxes 8 are placed at

the first side 5 of the milking box or boxes 1 , and that at the

second side 6 of the milking box or boxes 1 the separation zone

or zones 10 are located.

Figure 7 shows a variation to the embodiment of figure

6 , in which again at the second side 6 of the milking box or

boxes 1 the separation zone or zones 10 are located. In this em¬

bodiment however the milking boxes 1 are placed approximately in

the middle of the cow stable 7 . Both the embodiment shown in

figure 6 as the embodiment shown in figure 7 make it easy to se¬

lectively separate a cow which has entered the milking box 1

into a separation zone 10, and to have non-selected cows that

leave the milking box 1 return to the part of the cow stable 7

from which they initially entered the milking box 1 .

Figure 8 shows a third embodiment of the cow stable 7

of the invention comprising resting boxes 8 for cows, milking

boxes 1 , and one feeder trough 9 which is placed at the second

side 6 of the milking box 1 . This construction makes it possible

to secure that each cow that has entered the milking box 1 at

its first side 5 , leaves the milking box 1 after being milked at

the second side 6 of the milking box 1 , thus only then giving

these cows access to the feeding trough 9 .

Figure 9 shows a fourth embodiment of the cow stable 7

of the invention comprising resting boxes 8 for cows, milking

boxes 1 , at least one feeder trough 9 , and walking paths 11 al-



lowing the cows to move between the resting boxes 8 , milking

boxes 1 , and the at least one feeder trough 9 . In this construc

tion the milking boxes 1 are placed in one of the walls of the

cow stable 7 so as to cause that at the second side 6 of the

milking box or boxes 1 the cow stable's outdoors 12 is located.

This is a very easy and effective means to control without much

labor the movement of the cows between the stable 7 indoors and

outdoors, making it also possible to selectively have particular

cows remain indoors, and other cows being allowed outdoors.

Whenever the cows enter the milking box 1 again for another

milking operation, another decision can be made whether or not

the cow that has been milked may go outdoors or must further re

main inside of the stable 7 .



CLAIMS

1 . Milking box for cows, comprising at least at one of

its sides an entrance fence for entry of a cow and an exit fence

for exiting a cow after it being milked, characterized in that

there are two entrance fences and two exit fences, wherein one

first entrance fence and one first exit fence form a first pair

of fences positioned at a first side, and one second entrance

fence and one second exit fence form a second pair of fences

that is positioned at a second side which is opposite to the

first side.

2 . Cow stable comprising resting boxes for cows, milk¬

ing boxes, at least one feeder trough, a separation zone or

zones, and walking paths allowing the cows to move between the

resting boxes, milking boxes, the at least one feeder trough and

the separation zone or zones, characterized in that it comprises

a milking box or boxes according to claim 1 , and that at least

the resting boxes are placed at the first side of the milking

box or boxes, and that at the second side of the milking box or

boxes at least one is placed selected from the group comprising

at least one feeder trough, a separation zone or zones, out¬

doors .
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